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Links 

Blog post: http://bit.ly/30EUAyx 

Full video: http://bit.ly/2Mf7Wg7 

Social Media Content 

Below is some sample content, please feel free to copy/paste them, write your own original content, or 
anything in between. 
 
Facebook: 
What is a “post-scarcity economy”? Could tech, combined with the move toward “gig” work, be setting us on 
the path toward it? Find out more in this video from FORESIGHT: [youtube link] 
 
#FutureforHealth #Futures #Health 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/1asimkqv3y2gzew/MM%20Post%20Scarcity.jpg?dl=0
http://bit.ly/30EUAyx
http://bit.ly/2Mf7Wg7
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LinkedIn: 
[instead of FORESIGHT, try typing in “@foresight: designing a future for health” and it should give you a 
dropdown menu from which you can select FORESIGHT, so it will be linked to our profile page. LinkedIn can 
sometimes be finicky about when it will give you the dropdown menu, though, especially when copy/pasting 
in text] 
 
We’ve all heard of the “gig economy,” as we see more and more people freelancing, taking short-term 
contract work, and working through apps. You may have even heard of the “sharing economy,” where peer-
to-peer connections make it possible for people to buy from (and share with) each other instead of 
businesses. These are some of the trends that are coming together to create the potential for new economic 
models that fundamentally disrupt the status quo. This brief video from FORESIGHT explores some of the 
possibilities to keep an eye on. 
 
 
Tweets: 
What if every job was found through an app like #Lyft? Or all your needs were taken care of for free? Our 
6th #GameChangers video explores how New Economies could impact the #FutureForHealth.   
http://bit.ly/30EUAyx #Futures #Health  
 
Futurists have uncovered 9 #gamechangers that have the major potential to significantly impact the US in 
the short + long term. This week we’re examining post-scarcity #economics + the #collaborative #economy 
#futureforhealth #Futures #health http://bit.ly/30EUAyx 
 
If you knew that 9 #gamechangers that would affect the #futureforhealth were on the horizon, would that 
change how you or your organization act today? Dive into these emerging trends with us. 
http://bit.ly/30EUAyx 
 
9 major #gamechangers could significantly change the #futureforhealth. Its time to start articulating the kind 
of system we really need, w/ a whole new vantage point. Join us to discuss New #Economies this week on 
the blog #futureforhealth #health 
http://bit.ly/30EUAyx 
 
.@FutureForHealth futurists have uncovered 9 #gamechangers that have the major potential to significantly 
impact the United States in the short and long term.  
http://bit.ly/30EUAyx 
 

Embedding Code 

Main video: <iframe width="560" height="315" src="https://www.youtube.com/embed/ZW9b2CIP2xo" 
frameborder="0" allow="accelerometer; autoplay; encrypted-media; gyroscope; picture-in-picture" 
allowfullscreen></iframe> 

http://bit.ly/30EUAyx
http://bit.ly/30EUAyx
http://bit.ly/30EUAyx
http://bit.ly/30EUAyx
http://bit.ly/30EUAyx
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